
AN ARGUMENT OF HETERONORMATIVITY AND GENDER AS SOCIAL

CONSTRUCTS

The social construction of gender is a theory in feminism and sociology about the operation of . They also argue that
both the materialist and discursive theories of social construction of gender can be either essentialist or non-essentialist.
.. between socially constructed gender roles and compulsory heterosexuality.

Similarly, our theories themselves should allow for a fluid understanding of gender which also takes issues of
intersectionality â€” with sexual orientation, but also with race, class, and other social categories â€” into
account. Sexuality around the World Cross-national research on sexual attitudes in industrialized nations
reveals that normative standards differ across the world. Out of those movies, only seven were near being
gender balanced, with a character ratio of less than 1. As a result, Parson theorized that these tensions would
lead women to become expressive specialists in order to claim prestige e. These negative reactions and the
binary performance of gender, Butler argues, do not exist by chance. Psychologists writing on transsexuality
were the first to employ gender terminology in this sense. A study of 37 countries reported that non-Western
societiesâ€”like China, Iran, and Indiaâ€”valued chastity highly in a potential mate, while western European
countriesâ€”such as France, the Netherlands, and Swedenâ€”placed little value on prior sexual experiences
Buss  In order to make sense of this, it is helpful to distinguish object- and idea-construction see Haslanger b
for more : social forces can be said to construct certain kinds of objects e. Our concept of sex is said to be a
product of social forces in the sense that what counts as sex is shaped by social meanings. We agree with these
arguments but further suggest that collective action research should examine how individuals of any gender
can a be motivated to engage in collective action to achieve gender equality generally, and b be motivated to
engage in gender trouble and disrupt binary notions of gender as a form of collective action. In her [a],
Fausto-Sterling notes that these labels were put forward tongueâ€”inâ€”cheek. The expectations attached to
these social roles differ depending on the agent's gender, since gender imposes different social norms to
govern the execution of the further social roles. They begin labeling objects as "for girls" or "for boys" and
conform to what is expected of them. For example, several studies have shown that Scandinavian students are
more tolerant of premarital sex than are North American students Grose  Thus, we argue that there is great
value in again promoting the ideas Butler puts forward in Gender Trouble to social psychologists. My view is
actually not that. And this is consistent with the same person persisting and undergoing social individual
change via transitioning. There is no single, conclusive explanation for why people are transgendered. And
ultimately the aim should be to abolish norms that compel people to act in these gendering ways. Girls were
encouraged to take home economics or humanities courses and boys to take shop, math, and science courses.
Status and cooperation shape lesbian stereotypes: testing predictions from the stereotype content model.
Symbolic Interactionism. Tong eds. Although Young's proposal purports to be a response to Spelman's
worries, Stone has questioned whether it is, after all, susceptible to the particularity argument: ultimately, on
Young's view, something women as women share their practico-inert realities binds them together Stone 


